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The Diversification of Production
produce more than one product. In this sense their
production is diversified, or horizontally integrated. This paper addresses two questions. First, why have firms become more diversified
over the past century? And second, why are diversified firms more
oriented toward research and development (R&D) than nondiversified
firms?
I tackle these two questions under the assumption that a firm diversifies to maximize its efficiency. Economists have often argued that a
firm reaps efficiency gains when it diversifies its production because
its managerial and R&D inputs can be shared among its various activities:
MOST FIRMS TODAY

The spherein which diversificationis most likely to produceeconomies
of scale is researchand develoment. Althoughthe informationthus far
gatheredon this question is inconclusive, it is reasonableto say that a
firmwith a wide rangeof productshas manyopportunitiesfor exploiting
the results of a programof research. This is because the directions in
which researchwill produceresults are to a large extent unpredictable.
Consequently,the greaterthe rangeof activities,the higherarethe chances
that a discovery or development in technology will fit into the firms'
existing product structure.In this sense, economies are related not so
much to size in terms of outputor investmentas to the range of goods
I thankthe C. V. StarrCenterfor Applied Economicsat New York Universityfor
technicalandfinancialhelp;MartinBaily, MichaelGort,Yaw Nyarko,Steve Olley, Peter
Reiss, Mike Scherer,CliffordWinston,andthe discussantsfor usefulcomments,andRay
Atje andChungYi Tse for help with the research.Two earlierversionsof this workwere
presentedin an economic fluctuationsgrouporganizedby RicardoCaballeroand Andy
Caplin,andthis exerciseled to considerableimprovement.
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and services produced.If the level of researchand developmentexpenditures continues to rise rapidly, we can expect an increase in diversificationmotivatedby these considerations.I
The idea that know-how can be productively transferred from one activity to another has also been pursued by growth theorists, some of
whom argue that spillovers of knowledge among distinct production
processes are the engine of growth.2 Nor is R&D the only input that
can be shared among the firm's products. Managerial know-how, as
well as other indivisible factors, can be used to make, promote, and
distribute more than one product at a time.
I shall embed these much-talked-about but still relatively unexplored
ideas in two multiproduct versions of Lucas's span-of-control model,
which is a general equilibrium model of firm formation.3 Because the
trend toward diversification is visible in most sectors despite the technological differences among them, one suspects that these sectors share
a reason for this trend, a force that operates at the economy-wide level.
The first version of the model isolates the role of the shared managerial
input in explaining the trend. The second focuses on the positive relation
between diversification and R&D. In both models firms are infinitesimal, they set price of output at marginal cost, and diversification is
socially optimal. In fact, firms often have market power, and antitrust
policy must then trade off efficiency gains to diversification against its
anticompetitive effects. The Justice Department's merger guidelines
recognize the possibility that most mergers are not anticompetitive and
that they can raise efficiency and benefit the consumer.4
The paper has two main conclusions. First, the secular increase in
the capital-labor ratio is a major cause not only of the growth of firm
size, but probably also of increased diversification. Second, cross-product spillovers in R&D within the firm seem to be significant. I estimate
that a diversified firm gets between 1.025 and 1.3 times as much from
1. The passageis from Gort(1966, p. 35). Penrose(1959) may have been the firstto
arguethat firms diversifyto take advantageof slack managerialresourcesand possibly
slack technologicalresourcessuch as R&D. See also RichardNelson (1959). Panzarand
Willig (1981) provethatthe presenceof what they call economiesof scope is equivalent
to the presenceof a sharedinput.
2. Stokey (1988); Young (1991); and Lucas(forthcoming).
3. Lucas(1978).
4. U.S. Departmentof Justice(1992, p. 30).
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its R&D as a single-productfirm would. The estimate is rough and
subject to all sorts of qualifications.
The model aims to fit evidence that I shall survey below. Some of
thatevidence, however, is consistentwith othermotives thathave been
held to drive firms to diversify, motives other than efficiency. To put
my model in perspective, then, the next section briefly surveys some
reasons why firms diversify.

Why Diversify Production?
When analyzingthe vertical integrationof two firms, the alternative
is usuallytakento be a potentialbuyer-sellerrelationshipbetweenthem,
in which case bilateralmonopoly, if it is not thereinitially, can develop
over time between them as they make specific investments in their
relationship.5Verticalintegrationcan thusbe seen as the firms' attempt
to wipe out efficiency losses thatbilateralmonopolygenerates.No such
motive exists with horizontal integration, and although some of the
motives discussed below can also be construedas driving vertical integration,horizontalintegrationis qualitativelydifferent.Herearesome
possible motives for it.
GainingMarketPower. A firm with marketpower in two substitute
productscan extract more from the consumerthan would two singleproductmonopoliesactingnoncooperatively,andthis mayhurtwelfare.
Since most diversifiedfirmshave negligible sharesof the marketsthey
serve, however, other motives must be examined.6
AvoidingRisk. Withoutbankruptcyrisk andliquidityconstraints,the
firmneed not diversifyto avoid risk-the shareholdercan do it himself.7
But with incomplete insurance possibilities, this motive may be important,especially for smallerfirmswhose investmentseems to depend
5. A pointemphasizedby Williamson(1979).
effects of
6. Utton(1981, chap. 7) andWillig (1991) discusspossibleanticompetitive
horizontalmergers.RalphNelson (1959) arguesthatthe questfor marketcontrolfueled
the first big mergerwave in the United States in 1898-1902. Ravenscraftand Scherer
(1987), however,dismissthis motive for all but a few of the latermergersthey studied.
7. Levy and Sarnat(1970, section 1). A naturalway to analyzethis motive is to add
multigoodproductionto Kihlstromand Laffont's(1979) model.
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more on cash flow.8 Note that the risk avoidance motive cannot explain
vertical integration, because vertical integration in effect makes a firm
put more of its (investment) eggs in the same (final market) basket.
Having Access to Funds. When capital markets are imperfect, an
investment opportunity might go not to the most efficient producer but
rather to the producer who has the funds to finance it. Noticing an
opportunity in another industry, a firm with enough funds may diversify
into it even if multigood production is costlier than specialization. This
hypothesis should apply especially to large firms, which can raise capital
more easily and quickly than can small firms,9 and to industries where
setup costs are high. It gets support from the finding that a diversifying
firm typically enters industries that are commonly populated by large
firms and that the diversifying entrant is typically bigger than the startup
firm. 10

Making Products Compatible. If products are supplied by different
firms, a socially suboptimal array of product types could emerge. A
firm could raise its profits, and possibly consumers' welfare too, if it
produced the optimal product set jointly. It could do so, that is, even
if producing the products together entailed no underlying cost advantage. This may be an important motive in areas such as consumer
electronics and computers. It differs from a "network externality," in
which the volume of sales of a product, such as a telephone, gives rise
not to economies of scope, but to economies of scale emanating from
the demand side of the market. This motive can also cause a firm to
integrate vertically to ensure that it will have the right combination of
inputs and thereby raise the value of the chain of production.
Reaping Efficiency Gains. By making several products, a firm may
increase its sales and may realize economies of scale in promoting,
advertising, and distributing its products. The diversified firm may also
need workers to perform a greater variety of tasks and will therefore
offer them a richer internal labor market.11 These are productive advantages of diversification. 12
8. Fazzari,Hubbard,and Petersen(1988).
9. Schererand others(1975, pp. 284-9).
10. Stigler (1962) makes the first point, MacDonald(1985, table 1, p. 587) gives
evidence that supportsit, and McCutcheon(1990) gives mixed evidence. Baldwinand
Gorecki(1987) makethe second point.
11. Prescottand Visscher(1980) treata relatedissue fromthis perspective.
12. Baumol,Panzar,and Willig (1982) call themeconomiesof scope.
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Pursuing Managerial Goals. A manager may do things that do not
maximize the firm's profits or its shareholders' welfare. Even if the
firm is not cash-constrained, the manager may diversify to reduce the
uninsurable employment risk. 13 Because managerial power and prestige
seem to be tied more closely to the firm's sales than to its profits, the
manager may pursue conglomerate mergers-a quick way to raise the
firm's sales."4 In addition, because a diversified company often aggregates information from several lines of its business into one consolidated
financial statement, managers may prefer to diversify to reduce the
accuracy with which their activities can be monitored.15

Evidence
Among the many motives for diversificationlisted above, I single
out the pursuitof efficiency gains and see how far it can be pushed as
an explanationof the facts on diversification.The two major stylized
facts that emerge from the many empirical studies are a trend toward
diversificationand a greaterR&D intensitywithin diversifiedfirms. To
strengthen the motivation for the type of model that I will use, I sum-

marize the relevant evidence.
To measurediversification,an industrialclassificationis firstchosen
to determinewhich of the firm's productsare distinct. One measure
then simply counts the kinds of products the firm makes, but because

this methodignoresthe relativeimportanceof products,the firm's sales
are usually used as weights. A popularexampleis the Herfindahlindex:
n

D

=

I1

-

p2,

where pi is the ratio of the firm's sales in the

ith

industryto its sales in all n industries.This measuredoes not pick up
any vertical integration because if a firm supplies itself with an input,

it gets no revenuefrom the activity per se. The empiricalresults largely
do not depend on the choice of index.16

13.
14.
15.
16.

AmihudandLev (1981) give evidencein favorof this proposition.
Mueller(1969) developsthis view andcites evidencefavoringit.
Lichtenberg(1991).
Gollopand Monahan(1991) discuss severalindexes.
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Next, one can measure the diversificationof firms or their plants.
Most of the work deals with firms."7It turns out that industriesthat
have more diversifiedfirmsalso tend to have more diversifiedplants.18
Most samples are cross-sections or short panels.19Let us begin with
the time-series results.
The Trend Toward Bigness and Diversification

Over the past century, business has grown bigger and more diversified.20Gort's work, after thirty years still the definitive work on the
subject, shows a clear increase in diversificationbetween 1929 and
1954, when he uses a measurethatemphasizesthe numberof products.
Anothersensible measureof diversificationis the shareof sales coming
fromthe firm'sprimaryactivities, in Gort's case the four-digitindustry
from which the firm derives most of its sales. In his sample of 111
large manufacturingcompanies, the ratio of primaryindustrypayrolls
to total company payrolls declined only slightly, from 69 percent in
1929 to 64 percent in 1954.21 By this measure, then, diversification
went up hardly at all. Still, other measures show a markedincrease
until quite recently. The first big wave of mergersin the United States
was in 1898-1902, an episode that must have raised both the size and
diversificationof firms.22And in a sample of 471 large U.S. manufacturingfirms,the numberof four-digitmanufacturingcategoriesin which
the companies operated rose from 2.55 in 1950 to 7.54 in 1975-a
threefoldincrease.23Firms in other countriesalso became more diversified. Utton's sample of large firms in the United Kingdom shows an
increase until the 1970s. A sample of large Japanesefirms shows an
17. Thereareexceptions:Streitweiser(1991)looksatfive-digitdiversification
of plants,
while GollopandMonahan(1991) look at bothmanufacturing
firmsandplantsat the twodigit level.
18. See Gollop and Monahan(1991, tables 1 and 2, p. 326) For instance,the crosscountrycorrelationcoefficientbetween plant diversificationand firm diversificationfor
1963 was 0.76.
19. Gort(1962) is the majorexception;his panelcovers twenty-fiveyears.
20. BerleandMeans(1968, pp. 354-8); Prais(1976, chart6.1); Scherer(1980, figure
3.1); Strickland(1984, table 3, p. 6); and figure2 herein.
21. Gort(1962, chap. 3).
22. RalphNelson (1959, p. 3, chart1).
23. Ravenscraftand Scherer(1987, table 2-3).
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increase in diversificationfrom 1963 to 1975, as well as some procyclicality, as does Nelson's sample on mergers.24
So much of firm growth occurs by mergerand acquisitionthat it is
no surprisethat size and diversificationmove together. In a sample of
460 large U.S. corporationscovering the 1960-65 period, Berryshows
that the more diversifiedfirms (especially at the four-digitratherthan
two-digit level) also grew significantly faster. The time-series correlation between size and diversificationis thus apparentin Berry's sixyear panel, too. Jacqueminand Berry repeatthe exercise on the same
sampleusing a differentmeasureof diversification-entropy ratherthan
Herfindahl-and get even strongerresults.25
Recently, firmsize anddiversificationhave bothdeclined. The 1980s
saw a fall in diversificationthroughcorporatespin-offs and asset sales.
Gollop and Monahan'sindexes show thatafter 1977 diversificationfell
both at the firm and at the plant level.26 On the decline of firm size,
Prais's English data show no increase after 1963 in the share of the
hundredlargest firmsin manufacturingvalue added.27Evidence for the
United States, depicted in the figure below on firm size, shows that
firmsize has declined since 1980, which coincides with the periodwhen
diversificationdeclined. Quite aside from the reversalin the growthof
employmentin the average firm, employmentof the Fortune500 firms
has declined even more rapidly.28Taken together, the time-series evidence shows that firm size and diversificationhave moved together;
this is more than a mere manifestationof a common upward trend,
because recently both have declined.
Diversifying to Avoid Risk

Risk avoidancedoes not seem to motivatediversificationin thatfirms
do not tend to choose stable industrieswhen diversifying.29Instead,
they tend to diversify into technologically related industries, thereby
exposing themselves to common technological shocks and hence more
24. Utton(1981, pp. 88-9); Goto (1981, fig. 1); andRalphNelson (1959, chap. 5).
25. Berry(1975, p. 67, table4-5); andJacqueminand Berry(1979, tables4 and 5).
26. Gollopand Monahan(1991, tables 1 and 2, p. 326); andLichtenberg(1990).
27. Prais(1976, tableE.1). See also Scherer(1980, fig. 3.1).
28. The WallStreetJournal (1992) reportsthattheir shareof employmentfell from
21 percentin 1969 to 10.9 percentin 1991.
29. Gort(1962, pp. 4, 116-7).
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risk.30Moreover, if big firms really find it easier than small firms to
bear risk, it is surprisingthat they (and presumablymore diversified
firmsas well) are no more likely thansmall firmsto enterdurablegoods
manufacture-cyclically the most volatile segmentof manufacturing.31
Of course, in choosing a "portfolio" of industries, a firm would
considerthe industry's covariancewith aggregateconsumption.Perhaps
countercyclicalindustrieswere indeed targeted, but this has not been
investigated. A better way to think of diversificationis as a form of
exit and entry:firms diversify out of low-growthand into high-growth
industries.32Diversified entry and exit simply mean that a firm is not
born when it enters an industry, and it does not die when it leaves.
Cross-Sectional Evidence on Diversification and Size

Big firmsare more diversifiedthan small firms. In 1954 Gort's 721firm sample showed a strong positive association between the size of
the firmand the numberof industriesin which it maintainedestablishments.33That this should be true in the economy at large is hardly
surprisingsince the conglomerateson the Fortune500 list accountfor
a big fractionof the nation's output. But it is also true at the industry
level. Big pharmaceuticalfirms are more diversifiedthan small pharmaceutical firms, big chemicals producersare more diversified than
small chemicals producers,and big oil producersare more diversified
than small oil producers.34
In his 721-firm sample, Gort found something that is at odds with
other cross-sectional findings showing a link between diversification
and size: the elasticity of primaryemploymentto the firm's total employmentis essentially unity.35Because the numberof secondaryproducts increaseswith firmsize in the cross section, the relativeimportance
of a given secondary activity declines with the size of the firm. This
cross-sectionalresult parallelsGort's time-series findingthat the share
of primaryactivities did not change much between 1929 and 1954. In
30. Hughes(1988); Hall (1988); Klavans(1989); andChang(1992).
31. Gertlerand Gilchrist(1992).
32. Gort(1962, p. 136); and Chandler(1977, p. 473).
33. Gort(1962, chap. 4).
34. Grabowski(1968, table 3); and Teece (1980, table 1). More evidence on the
correlationbetweensales and diversificationis in Scherer(1965, p. 115).
35. Gort(1962, p. 71).
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other words, the importanceof a firm's primaryactivities is roughly
constantin the cross section and in the time series.
The Positive Relation Between Diversification and R&D

Gort's early work showed that more diversifiedfirms employ relatively more technical personnel. This need not mean their ratios of
R&D to sales are higher, but it does suggest that they use a more
complex technology.
Two other measuresof a firm's inventive activity are its patentsand
its R&D-salesratio. Diversifiedfirmspatentmore thanotherfirms, but
the effect is small: in a sample of 443 companies, Schererfound that
the elasticity of patents with respect to his measureof diversification
is 0. 1.36Firms' R&D-sales ratios in most industriesare positively related to how diversifiedthe firms are. Even aftercontrollingfor scale,
Grabowskifound this positive relation in the chemical and drug industriesbut not in the oil industry. Workingwith a narrowermeasure
of diversification,however, Teece did find a strongpositive relationin
the oil industry, after controllingfor cash flow, which should serve as
a proxy for firm size.37
Thatfirmstend to move into productswhose technologies arerelated
to the technology of their primaryproductis furtherevidence for believing that diversificationis relatedto (or perhapsrepresents)the capture of technological spillovers. High R&D firms also tend to enter
other high R&D industries.38
Much research and development goes on in laboratoriesthat are
removedfromproductionfacilities, such as AT&T'sBell Laboratories,
a fact that suggests that spillovers of knowledge among parallel R&D
activities are not confined to the plant but occur largely at the firm
level. Indeed, R&D-sales ratios relate more strongly to the diversificationof firmsthanto the diversificationof theirplants. Using eighteen
two-digit manufacturingindustries(so that there were eighteen observations in all), I found that the correlationbetween Gollop and Monahan's 1963 firm diversificationindex and the 1963 R&D-sales ratio
36. Scherer(1983).
37. Grabowski(1968, table 1); and Teece (1980, appendix).
38. MacDonald(1985);andHall(1988). Gort(1969)findsthatfirmswithhightechnical
personnelratioshad a greatertendencyto merge.
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was 0.43. The correlationbetween their establishmentdiversification
index for the same year and the R&D-sales ratio was 0.21. The discrepancybetween the correlationsis present in other years as well. In
1977, for example, the correlationswere 0.23 and 0.03, respectively.
All this suggests thatthe captureof R&D spillovers shouldbe reflected
more in diversificationof firms than of their plants.39
But not all evidence points to the captureof R&D spillovers as a
motive for diversifying. First, the strengthof the R&D-diversification
relation may be overstatedbecause of the underreportingof R&D by
smaller, less diversifiedfirms. Many of these reportno R&D spending
at all, yet they apply for patents and thereforemust be making inventions. Second, the positive correlationbetweenR&D anddiversification
may be partlya spuriousoutcomecausedby capitalshortages,not R&D
spillovers. That is, it could be that big firms have the capital needed
for entryinto new productmarketsand for doing R&Don a largescale.40
Third, Hall found that, if anything, mergersand acquisitionsreduced
the R&D done by the companies in her short panel. The reductionin
R&D intensity was large-half a percentagepoint. She speculatedthat
the increases in debt that accompaniedthe acquisitionsmade it harder
for these firmsto fund R&D.4"(But one could also rationalizeher result
by arguing that following a merger, the firm may want to economize
on a sharedinput such as R&D, because a given amountof R&D can
"go further.") Fourth,a studyof pharmaceuticalfirmsfoundthatthose
with higher R&D-sales ratios subsequentlydiversifiedless than other
firms.42Finally, if R&D spillovers exist, they are an efficiency gain.
And yet much of the acquisition-led diversificationin the 1960s has
been unprofitablefor the acquiring firms.43The divestitures of the
1980s can then be seen as undoing previous mistakes, and this de39. Manystudies(too manyto surveyhere)have lookedfor-and mosthave foundevidence of economies of scope in specific areas such as advertising(Silk and Berndt,
(EvansandHeckman1984;Kiss andLefebvre1987;Elixmann
1990), telecommunications
1989), bankingand financialinstitutions(Matthews1981; Kim 1986;Hunterand Timme
1986), andwaterutilities(Kim 1987).
40. HimmelbergandPetersen(1991) findthataftercontrollingfor measuresof Tobin's
q, R&D spendingby small firmsis still sensitiveto cash flow.
41. Hall (1990, p. 122).
42. Hill and Hansen(1991, table 2).
43. Morck,Shleifer, and Vishny (1990, table4).
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diversification seems to have raised the productivity of the firms
involved .

All in all, however, the evidence shows a positive relationbetween
R&D intensity and diversification.In linking R&D and diversification
theoretically, two assumptionsare key. First, distinct productsoften
sharethe same technology- knowledgeuseful for producingone product can help with producing others too. Second, such spillovers of
knowledge occur more freely within firms than among them. The first
assumptionagrees with casual observation.Moreover,evidence shows
that a firm's cost curve is lowered by R&D done by its technological
neighbors, by the suppliers of its capital goods, or by firms in other
industriesmore generally.45Specific technologies that firms develop
often originatewith firmsin other industries.46The second assumption
follows if the firmenjoys a lead time in having the sole use of its own
inventions. The length of this lead time probably depends on such
factors as the ease of patenting, the size of the firm, the industrythe
firm is in, and the numberof its rivals.

Slack Managerial Resources: A Model of the Trends
This section tries to isolate some of the factors that may have given
rise to secular changes in diversification. It looks at a closed, static
economy with symmetric firms-equal in size and scope-and asks
how exogenous increases in capital stock, population, Hicks-neutral
technicalchange, management-biasedtechnology, and aggregatelevel
of productvariety affect the level of diversification. The model addresses the time-series evidence only. The next section models differences in firms and addressesthe cross-sectionalevidence.
Suppose that consumers like variety and that the quantities of the
variousproductsenter into their utility functions symmetrically.47Let
44. Lichtenberg(1990).
45. For example,Jaffe (1986); and Scherer(1984). Manyotherempiricalresultsare
summarizedby Griliches(1992).
46. Mansfieldand others(1971, p. 221).
47. As, say, in the utilityfunctionsproposedby Spence(1976);and Dixit andStiglitz
(1977).
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v be the total number of products in the economy. This number is
exogenous. If these products enter utility functions and production
functions in an exchangeable way, there will be an equilibrium in which
they all sell at the same price, a price I normalize at 1.
Each product is made with three factors of production: management
x, capital k, and labor 1. The quantity of the product, q, is given by q
= f (x, k, 1), where f is increasing and strictly concave in k and 1.
The manager's input, x, is critical here. On the one hand, its fixed
nature generates diversification of production, but on the other, its
scarcity limits diversification. The manager's input may denote the
intensity of managerial monitoring activities if there are agency problems, or the amount of information the manager can interpret, or simply
the amount of time the manager devotes to overseeing the manufacture
of the good in question.48 Moreover, one may prefer to think of x much
more generally as managerial talent, as any scarce specialized input,
as organizational capital, or, indeed, as any other factor that is in fixed
supply, at least in the short run.
An example will show how slack managerial resources can cause the
firm to diversify. Suppose that the manager has one unit of time at his
disposal, so that x ' 1. The notion of " slack" in the firm's employment
of the scarce specialized input can be captured by assuming that the
returns to the managerial input diminish sharply beyond some point.
Figure 1 plots two cases. For schedule A the marginal product of managerial time is 0 for x $ 1/2. That is, it takes exactly half of the
manager's time to run a product. As the figure shows, f(x, k, 1) = f(I/
2, k, 1) for all x ' 1/2. If the firm were to make two products and
devote x = 1/2 to each product, its revenue would be 2f(1/2, k, 1) =
2f(1, k, 1) > f(1, 2k, 21), because f is concave in (k, 1). Therefore,
the firm would earn more revenue if it allocated its labor and capital
equally to making two goods rather than one. And because its costs
would be the same under the two scenarios, it would be better off
making two goods. If the discontinuity in schedule A were at the onethird point rather than at the one-half point, the firm would make three
products, not two, and so on. Of course, the world is not as dramatic
48. See Calvo andWellisz (1978) for an analysisof monitoringactivities,andGifford
(1992) for an analysis in a dynamiccontext. See Radnerand Van Zandt(1992) for an
analysisof informationinterpretation.
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Figure 1. Diversirication Based on Slack Managerial Input
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as schedule A depicts it to be. The model below assumes something
similar to schedule B, which is less dramatic, but which has the same
basic shape so that the firm has an incentive to diversify, but only to
a limited extent.
The production function f is the same for each good that the firm
may want to produce, and it may choose to produce several. Let n be
the number of products that a firm makes. The firm produces the same
amount of each good and uses the same quantity of inputs on the
production of each.
The owner of the firm manages it himself. He cannot augment the
managerial time input by hiring it from outside.49 He has one unit of
time at his disposal, and he spends it all on production: x = lln. Because
the production function for each product is the same, and because all
products sell at the same price, normalized at 1, the firm's revenue is
nf (I/n, k, 1). Now let F(k, 2) be the firm's revenue if it hires a total
quantity of inputs k and 2 and uses them to produce the optimal number
49. Onecouldlet the ownerhiremanagersandaddlayersof managementas discussed
by Beckmann(1977), but this would not alter my conclusionsso long as the process
involvedsome loss of control.
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of goods. Because its costs do not depend on n once k and 2 are given,
the firm will choose n to maximize its revenue, and therefore

(n' n

F(k, 1) = max {nf

)

Now imagine an economy with L identical agents, each of whom has
a unit of labor and an economy-wide capital stock K. This is Lucas's
setup, but with identical agents and multiproduct firms.
Let w be the wage and r the rental on capital. (Any of the v final
goods can act as numeraire because each sells at the same price.) Each
agent can either run his own firm, or work for someone else. In equilibrium, entrepreneurial income must equal the wage:

(1)

max {F(k, 1) - rki - wl} = w.
k,l

Optimal employment of factors means that their marginal products must
equal their prices: Fk = r, and F1 = w. Let m be the number of managers
so that the capital stock per manager is Klm, and the number of workers
per manager is (L - m)/m. Thus, in equilibrium, equation 1 reads
F
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This equation yields the equilibrium number of managers m, conditional
on the economy-wide endowment of capital and labor. Moreover, equilibrium maximizes the value of aggregate output, in the sense that m
solves the problem
max mF
sn

m

L

m

m

subject to 0 '< m '< L. This is the value of gross national product (GNP)
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when every good receives the same weight of unity. The output of all
products combined is mnq, and since there are v products in the economy, the aggregate output of each product is mnqlv.
I now turn to the time-series behavior of firm size as measured by
employment per firm, (L - m)Im, and the time-series behavior of
diversification. First, Hicks-neutral technical change leaves m unchanged and therefore does not affect employment per firm.
1 (Hicks-neutral technical change): Let Af (x, k, 1) be the
PROPOSITION
production function for each product. Then neither m nor n depends
on A, whereas r and w are proportional to A.
The assertion is true because in equation 1, F, r, and w are all scaled
up by the same factor A, so that the firm's factor demands are unchanged.
And since equation 2 continues to hold, the value of m is unchanged
as well. Thus, Hicks-neutral technical change affects relative prices but
not equilibrium activity.
This result should be interpreted with care; it holds in a static world
and in a closed economy. In a dynamic world even Hicks-neutral technical change could affect accumulation of capital. And in an open
economy, if other economies did not experience the same shift in production functions, there would be an inflow of resources (K is probably
more mobile internationally than L), which could change factor proportions. Although some results that follow do deal with the case of
changing factor proportions, the treatment of dynamic and possibly
open economies diverges too far from the central theme of this paper
to permit discussion here.
Second, the U. S . capital-labor ratio has increased in the past hundred
years, and this is represented in the model by a secular rise in KIL.
Both sales and employment per firm have increased over time, and the
latter does not follow from Hicks-neutral technical change alone. Moreover, proportional increases in capital and labor do not affect factor
employment per firm.
2 (Proportional factor accumulation): Let AK and AL be
PROPOSITION
the exogenous factor supplies. Then n, w, and r do not depend on A,
and m is proportional to A.
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This assertion holds because unchanged w and r leave the firm's problem
in equation 1 unchanged, and as a result, n is also unchanged. Finally,
because m is proportional to A, Klm and Llm do not depend on A, and
so equation 2 continues to hold.
In the United States, however, the capital stock has increased faster
over the past century than the supply of labor. Between 1909 and 1957
the U.S. capital stock grew at 2.4 percent a year, while hours worked
grew by only 1.3 percent, so that KIL grew.50 If L is seen as representing
not the economy's stock of raw labor, but the number of efficiency
units of labor, then I should adjust for the growth of education per labor
force member, which Denison estimates grew by 0.9 percent during
the same period. This means that the stock of efficiency units of labor
grew by 2.2 percent-still less than the growth in K.51 I will now show
that employment per firm can rise in response to an increase in the
economy-wide capital-labor ratio. This is a result that Lucas also proves
in a different setting.
PROPOSITION
3 (Increase in K): If the elasticity of substitution between

capital and labor is less than 1, an increase in the economy's stock of
capital, K, will raise employment per firm by lowering m.
To show the validity of this statement, I first differentiate equation 2
with respect to K to obtain

(3)

dm
dK

< 0.
m(KFkk+ LFkl)
K2Fkk + 2KLFkl + L2F1l

The denominator is positive from the second-order conditions that guarantee an interior solution to the problem in equation 1. Lucas was
dealing with a production function that was a concave transformation
of a linearly homogeneous production function. Linear homogeneity of
F would imply that the numerator in equation 3 is 0, and hence that
dmldK = 0,52 but the concave transform renders the numerator, and
hence dm/dK, negative. The intuition for the result is that when labor
50. Denison(1962).
51. Denison's (1985) estimates for the later period 1929-82 also show a rise in
KIL,againeven afterallowingfor the growthof laborskills.
52. If F is linearlyhomogeneous,Fk is homogeneousof degree0, andthis impliesthe
assertion.
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and capital are not too substitutable, the increase in the economy's
capital stock raises wages more than it raises managerial returns and
therefore causes an increase in the number of wage workers and an
increase in firm size.
A corollary of propositions 2 and 3 is that an increase in labor supply,
if unaccompanied by a corresponding increase in the capital stock,
lowers employment per firm! Moreover, in the United States and elsewhere, per capita income has increased not only because KIL has gone
up, but also because of technical change, which Solow and many others
have taken to be Hicks-neutral in nature. So to test the theory directly,
one must relate employment per firm to measures of KIL, and not to
income per capita, because the latter includes Hicks-neutral change in
technology.
Figure 2 displays the behavior over time of the key variables. In the
figure, K is the gross private nonresidential capital stock, and L is the
labor force excluding government workers. These stand for the endowments of capital and labor. The variable Y stands for GNP and I is gross
private domestic investment. To measure the number of firms, m, I use
the longest available time series, which is the number of concerns.
Since this measure excludes railways and the agricultural, finance, insurance, and real estate sectors, the number of concern workers, labeled
L* in the figure, excludes workers in these sectors.53
Figure 2 shows that the capital-labor ratio does indeed track firm
size fairly closely. The picture is different for the years of and around
World War II, first because many small businesses shut down as their
owner-operators joined the armed forces, and second because resources
were shifted to the manufacture of ships, aircraft, tanks, weapons, and
other items typically made by large firms. For both reasons, employment
per firm went up dramatically. After the war ended, it took a couple
of years for things to get back to normal.
By proposition 2, the ratio Llm is homogeneous of degree 0 in K
and L, and so it must depend only on the ratio KIL. And by proposition
3 the ratio L*lm should be increasing in KIL. I test these propositions
by regressing L*lm first on the log of the ratio KIL and then on the logs
53. My variableL*lm is the same as the measureof concernsize describedin table
2 of Lucas(1978). The way in whichthese sourceswereupdatedandthe exactcalculation
of each variableis describedin the appendix.
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Table 1. Dependent Variable: Log of Employmentper Concern (L*Im)
Variable

Constant
ln (KIL)

(1)

(2)

11.65
(16.32)
2.11
(13.14)

- 2.24
(1.79)
0.68
(4.40)
0.00
(0.01)

InK
ln L
In (IIY)
R2

Numberof observations

(3)

4.6
(8.3)
0.82
(7.38)

0.689
80

0.889
80

0.34
(16.28)
0.930
80

(4)

0.63
(0.63)
0.57
(5.26)
-0.27
(1.87)
0.24
(9.28)
0.948
80

Source: Author's calculations and appendix. For definitionof variables, see text. Numbers in parenthesesare absolute value
of t-statistics.

of K and L separately, and then by testing the restriction that their
coefficients be equal and opposite in sign. The sample range was 190089, but because of the extraordinary wartime patterns, the years 193948 were omitted. Using the remaining eighty annual observations, ordinary least squares produced the estimates summarized in table 1.
Column (1) of table 1 shows that KIL is positive and significant, as
it should be. But column (2) shows that, contrary to the theory, L fails
to be significantly negative. An f-test rejects the restriction that the
coefficients of log K and log L are equal and opposite in sign at the 99
percent significance level.
Most likely, ln L fails to come in with a significant negative coefficient in column (2) because of the cyclical correlation between the
two variables induced by fixed costs of entry and exit associated with
running a firm. Labor productivity, YIL, and the labor force are both
tend to move together with aggregate output. As
procyclical-they
figure 2 shows, firm size is also procyclical; most of the cyclical adjustment in output occurs through changes in firm size and not through
changes in the number of firms, since fixed costs of entry and exit make
it unprofitable to start and stop running a firm in response to transitory,
cyclical events. Presumably, it is permanent changes in demand that
bring about entry and exit in the market for a given product. Temporary
changes (if correctly perceived as such) should be accommodated mainly
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by incumbents.54 During boom periods the labor force usually expands
(whereas in the model it is fixed at L), and because the fixed costs of
starting a firm exceed the fixed costs of getting a job, most of the added
labor market participants end up as workers, not as managers.
This cyclical correlation between the labor force and firm size clearly
should not be taken as evidence against this static model, which is not
meant to capture such cyclical patterns. Moreover, the procyclicality
of mergers and takeovers is another reason why employment per firm
is procyclical, and this too is an effect that this model of long-run
behavior is not designed to explain. To deal with the cyclical issue,
the next two regressions, described in columns (3) and (4) of table 1,
include a cyclical variable-the logarithm of the investment-to-GNP
ratio. This variable clearly captures the cyclical effect on Llm, and the
coefficient of ln L now has the correct sign, although an f-test still
rejects the "equal but opposite in sign" restriction at the 99 percent
level.
Although the data formally reject the restrictions of the model, the
model seems broadly consistent with the facts, and so one might ask
if the increase in KIL evident in figure 2 could also have caused diversification to go up. To keep things simple, I analyze this question
under the added assumption that better management (in this case a larger
x) lowers costs by the same percentage at all levels of output.55
Separable Management Input
Assume that the management input enters multiplicatively in the
production function of each good: f(x, k, 1) = h(x)+(k, 1). Let 4 be
increasing and strictly concave, and let h be increasing, with h(O) =
O and convex near the origin; if it were concave, the owner would want
to expand endlessly on the extensive margin as there would be asymptotically increasing returns to variety in production.56
As x increases toward unity, h must become convex; otherwise, the
54. Lucas(1978, p. 509) discussesthis. BoeriandCramer(1992) findsupportfor this
view in a sampleof Germanfirms.
55. Lucas (1978, p. 511) also assumesthis.
56. This is because h(112n) > (112)h(0) + (112)h(Iln) = (112)h(Iln), hence 2h(112n)

> h(lIn), and if the ownerwere makinga profiton each of n products,he could makea
bigger one by making2n productsusing half the scale of inputsof k and I on each one.
See the discussionof figure 1.
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Figure 3. The Average Product of Managerial Time
h(x)/x
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Source:See text for discussion of figure.

owner would want to run a single-product firm. Thus, I envisage h(x)
to be like schedule B in figure 1, in which case the average product of
the owner's time looks as drawn in figure 3.
Setting aside the integer problem, it might look at first as if the
manager would want to produce 1/xo goods, thereby maximizing the
average product of his time. But this ignores the fact that he is earning
positive profits on each brand and therefore has an incentive to produce
more brands. Thus, the manager will choose a point like x1, where h'
is positive. And since x1 is in the region between 0 and xo where h is
convex, this means that h"(x1) is positive.
To analyze this more formally, let ir(n) be the entrepreneur's net
revenue per product:
Tr(n) = max IhQ)

n\/

k, /

4(k, 1) -

rk

-

wl

Indifference between management and wage work means that
nwr(n) = w.

(4)

It is convenient to let n take on all real values; an interior optimum for
n then satisfies ar(n) + nar'(n) = 0, or, in view of equation 3,
(5)

But ar'(n) = -h'(lln)4ln2.

w=

-n2i7'(n).

Since ir' is negative, this means that h' is
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Figure 4. The Determination of Managerial Input

h /h

x
Source:See text for discussion of figure.

indeed positive at the optimum, as claimed in the discussion of figure
3. Optimal choice of labor input implies w = h4X,.Since equilibrium
factor employment per product is Klmn and Llmn - 1/n, equation 5
becomes
zxK xL
(6)

h'(x)

h(x)

(

m

m

m

(xK xL

where x = l/n.
Figure 4 shows the two sides of equation 6 plotted against x. In the
region where h is convex, h'lh increases, and thereafter it declines.
From the discussion of figure 3, it is clear that the curves must intersect
on the rising portion of the h'lh curve.
Before plotting 41/4, I specialize things a bit more. Assume with
Lucas that 4(1, k) = +[4(1, k)], that t is homogeneous of degree 1,
and that t is an increasing concave function with 440) = 0.57 Then
(7)

,
57. Lucas (1978, p. 51 1).
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Since t is linearly homogeneous, t, is homogeneous of degree 0-it
depends only on the capital-laborratio. The capital-laborratio is K!
(L - m), and it does not depend on x. As x rises, xKlm and xLlm x both increase (because Llm > 1), which means that t goes up and

thereforethat +'(t)/+(g) goes down. Therefore,41/4 declines with x,
and the situationmust be as depicted in figure 4.
Now let me show that undersome furtherconditions, diversification
increaseswith an exogenous increasein K; thatis, thatx declines when
K goes up. The increasein K will lead to a resultingdecreasein m (see
equation3), but since h'lh depends neitheron K nor on m, it does not
shift.
Now, there are two possibilities: the capital-laborratio kil = kl
(L - m) will either rise or fall. First, take the case in which it falls.
This happens if the negative response of m to a rise in K (given by
equation3) is sufficiently strong. In this case t, (being dependentonly
on the capital-laborratio)falls becausethe capital-laborratiohas fallen.
And the rise in both xKlm and (xL - x)/m for all x means that t is

higher for all x. Therefore, 41/4 shifts down for all x, and so diversification increases.
The second possibility is that kil goes up. This is the more likely
case when the elasticity of substitutionin t is close to (but still less
than) 1, because then the induced change in m is small. Since tll < 0
and dlldK ' 0,

d(

<

[5

lk + tlk

d

(g) dk

The right-handside of this expression is negative if
(8)

d log (t+'/4) c

elk

that is, if returnsto scale (which depend inversely on the curvatureof
t) diminish fast enough. For the CES productionfunction t(l, k) =
(otkP+ (1 - ot)lP)P(which, since a = 1/(1 - p), must have p < 0 for
equation3 to hold), the right-handside of equation8 reads - 1/at, so
that 8 requiresthat
d log(j'/O

d loge

1

cr
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Equation9 is sufficient, not necessary. Since the left-handside is equal
where R = - tt1"/V' is the Arrow-Pratt coefficient
to -RR of relative risk aversion,58 equation 10 is equivalentto
(10)

R

Since t' > 0, equation9 is met if t has an Arrow-Prattcoefficient of
relative risk aversion exceeding 1/a, but this too is not a necessary
condition. I have thus derived the following proposition:
PROPOSITION4 (Diversification and the K/L ratio): If f(x, k, 1) =

h(x)ffr[ (l, k)] with qistrictly concave, and with f being CES in form,
and if qi has an Arrow-Pratt coefficient of relative risk aversion exceeding 1/a, then an increase in K/L increasesfirms' diversification.

This proposition says that the numberof productsmade by a firm
increases if the span of control falls off rapidlyenough with the scale
of each product. This ensures that the increased output per firm is
transformedinto more products, not just more outputof each product.
Taken together, propositions 3 and 4 say that the trends toward
bigness of firms and towardtheir greaterdiversificationof production
could have a common cause: the secular growth in the U.S. capitallabor ratio. If the elasticity of substitutionis less than 1, a relative
reductionof managerialresources is induced, and both the numberof
workers and the number of productsthat each manageroversees increase.
Management Innovations

An innovationthat helps a managerdo a betterjob generally affects
employmentper firm and the level of diversification.The past century
has seen innovationsin bookkeepingmethods, communication,transportation, and computation, all of which must have raised the effectiveness of managers. But the effect of these innovationson the size
and scope of firms is ambiguous. To see why, let X1be an index of
managerialinput-augmentingtechnology in scope, and X2 an index of
58. Pratt (1964).
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managerial-augmenting technology in scale. With my separability as1)]. Equations
sumptions, this means thatf(x, k, 1) = h(X1x)IXX2M(k,
6 and 7 then imply that
XI h'(Xlx)
A2 h(XIx)

1)
()[X2(k,

_

A_

(k 1)]
1)]

Depending on exactly how managerial innovation alters X1 and X2, any
outcome is possible. Indeed, even if they change in the same proportion
so that X1/X2 stays the same, more assumptions are needed on h and
4;. This is because managerial innovation raises the output and the
marginal product of capital and raw labor as well as that of management,
and the effect on firms' scope and size is uncertain. So, although there
is no doubt that innovations in communication and transportation have
raised managers' productivity, one must assume more about what managers do before one can say much about this question.59
Growth in Product Variety
The past century has also seen a proliferation in the number of goods
produced in the aggregate, and it seems natural that this trend should
be related to the concurrent rise in diversification. In this model, however, there is no such relation. The parameter v stands for the number
of products in the economy, and yet it enters none of the equations.
Exogenous changes in the economy-wide extent of product variety
therefore have no effect on how diversified the average firm is. This
implication may at first seem odd, but, as noted in the discussion preceeding proposition 1, the aggregate output of each product is mnqlv.
Since m, n, and q do not depend on v, it follows that the output of each
variety is inversely proportional to the number of varieties, and that
the value of GNP, mnq, also does not depend on v.
A change in v may be thought of as a demand shift away from each
good and toward all other goods. The resulting decrease in output of
each variety is achieved entirely by a fall in the number of producers
of each good, and not at all by a reduction in output per producer. That
59. The model also lacks any costs of using the market:the firmsells its outputand
hiresfactorsat exogenousprices.Brynjolfssonandothers(1991) arguethatrecentadvances
coordinationcheaperrelativeto internal
technologyhavemademarket-based
in information
coordinationandhave partiallycausedthe recentdecline in firmsize and diversification.
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is, some of the good's suppliersexit, while those that remain do not
change their output. In this respect, the model's implicationscoincide
with those of Viner's u-shaped average cost model.
Taxes

Could some of the growthof employmentper firmbe attributableto
changes in taxes?In otherwords, has the tax treatmentof wage workers
improvedover time relative to that of firmowners?The answer is no.
Before 1917 corporateincome was taxed, but personalincome was not.
Since then personal income taxes have gone up faster than corporate
taxes. As a result executive compensationhas shifted away from salary
and toward ownership income, and an increasingnumberof doctors,
lawyers, and dentists have reducedtheir effective taxes by incorporating. By 1960 executivesof largemanufacturing
companiesearnednearly
three times as much from dividends, capital gains, and stock compensation as they did from salaries.60So firmshave become less numerous
relative to workers despite the relative improvementin corporatetax
treatment.
What,then, arethe factorsthatcould have causedthe secularincrease
in firms' diversificationand employment?Accordingto the model, the
increase cannot be attributedto Hicks-neutraltechnical change, increases in population, the secular increase in product variety in the
economy at large, or changes in taxes. Rather, it is the increase in the
capital-laborratio that is likely to have been a majorcause. Changes
in the technology of managingmay have played a role.
Before moving on, the reader should note that the mathematicsin
this section can also be interpretedas describinga single good economy
in which n is the numberof plantsthe firmuses to produceits product.
If one addedgeographicalspace and transportationcosts thatincreased
with the distance between a supplierand its customers, one could use
the model to analyze the geographicaldiversificationof firms, which
also has increasedin recent times (witness the growthof multinational
companies).
60. Lewellen(1971, pp. 152-4). King (1977, pp. 112-15) analyzesthe incorporation
decisionwhen thereare variousformsof taxation.
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As it stands, the model cannot explain the cross-section phenomena
described above, because in the model all firms are equally diversified.
To address differences among firms, the next section adds heterogeneity
in management skills to the model.

R&D Spillovers Among Products: A Model of the
Cross-SectionalEvidence
The strongest piece of cross-sectional evidence is the positive relation
between R&D intensity on the one hand and diversification on the other.
This relation is stronger than the one between R&D intensity and firm
size. The following model is designed to be consistent with both relations. To keep things simple, I shall now omit the capital input since
it is inessential to what follows.
The production function for a good is q = f(x, 1, y, 0). Once again,
x is the managerial input, 1 is the input of labor into the production
process, and 0 is a characteristic that differs over managers. Output
also depends on knowledge, y, specific to producing the good in question.
Production of knowledge y uses only labor, called researchers. Researchers work on specific goods. Let z be the number of researchers
working on the product in question, and let z' be the number at work
on each of the other products that the firm makes. Because a team of
researchers may invent things that are useful to other teams of researchers, the knowledge y relevant to making a product depends not
only on the number of researchers z working on that product, but also
on the number z' working on each other product: y = g(z, z', n; 0).
To simplify, managerial time is now excluded from g, and instead, the
firm owner's endowment of managerial talent, 0, affects production.
Note that z' pertains to the size of research teams on products made by
the firm, not to the extent of research in other firms. Thus, there are
no spillovers of knowledge among firms. Such spillovers would not
change the model's positive implications. These require only that spillovers of knowledge among products within the firm exceed spillovers
of knowledge among products across firms. This would preserve the
incentive to diversify. If spillovers across firms were the same as spillovers within firms, no firm would diversify because it would be incur-
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ring organizationalcosts with no compensatingbenefit in the form of
additionalspillovers of knowledge. On the otherhand, with spillovers
of knowledgeamongfirms,the competitiveequilibriumwouldno longer
maximize aggregateoutput.
The outputof a firm'sR&D effort can be used only by the firmitself.
There is no marketfor information.If therewere, the spillover-capture
motive for diversificationwould disappear.Ratherthan incur span-ofcontrol diseconomies, the firm could simply buy the necessary information. On these grounds, the motive to diversify for R&D reasons
should be strongerin industrieswhere innovationsare not readily patented: in such industries, the sale of new knowledge may require a
disclosureof informationthatwould makeit unnecessaryfor the wouldbe purchaserto pay for the new knowledge.
Since g is the same for every product that the firm produces, the
managerwill make the research teams equal in size. As supplies of
labor (researchor other), people are perfect substitutes,so researchers
andproductionworkerssell theirlaborat the sameprice. Call this price
the wage, w, denominatedin units of output.The profitof a firmowned
and run by a type 0 individual is
ir(0, w) = max nf
n, 1, z

-n

1, g(z, z, n; 0); 01

-

nw(l + z).

The price of each productis normalizedat unity. The entrepreneuris
a price taker-a negligible supplier in each product market that he
chooses to enter. This assumptionis importantfor the welfare implications of the model but not for most of its positive implicationsthat
I shall focus on here.
To deterthe managerfromtryingto monopolizeany product,assume
decreasingreturnsto scale in the hired inputs 1and z. That is, for each
(n, 0) pair, I ask that the functionf[1/n, 1, g(z, z, n; 0); 0] be concave
in (1, Z).61 Let 1(0, w) and z(0, w) denote the optimal employmentof
61. Arrow(1962), Radner(1970), and Wilson (1975) emphasizethat a piece of informationcan be used on any scale. A more appropriateway to model the production
processmaythenbef(x, 1,y; 0) = +(x, y; 0)1,so thatx, y, and0 all affectthe productivity
of the variablefactor.This would be in the spiritof Beckmann's(1977) formulation.The
problemis thatif the constrainton x andn is x = l/n, this setuphas increasingreturnsto
I andz (once one recognizesthaty is increasingin z). This could, however,be reconciled
with competitionif the constraintwere changedto, say, x = Illn, a constraintthatmakes
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workers and researchersper product, and let n(0, w) be the choice of
diversification,the numberof productsthat the manager'sfirmmakes.
The extent of productvariety in the economy is exogenous. Spence
and Dixit and Stiglitz have analyzedhow the numberof productsin an
economy gets determinedas well as the relationshipbetween the equilibriumnumberof productsand their socially optimal number.62Here
the numberof products is fixed, and anyone that wants to enter any
product marketcan use, without cost, the technology described by f
and g. The fixity in the numberof all productsmeans, however, that
the R&D in this model yields process inventionsratherthannew products. More generally, this model cannot capture R&D that aims to
differentiateproducts.
People are all equally productiveas workersand as researchers,but
they differ in their managerialskills. Let H(O) be the populationdistributionof the vector 0. That is, H(O) is the numberof people with
managerialtalent not exceeding 0. A person can either manage a firm
or work for someone else. Let A(w) be the set of people who prefer
managementto wage work. This set dependson the wage w since the
attractivenessof wage work relative to managementincreases with the
wage. Then A(w) - [0 I r(O, w) > w] is the set of vectors 0 that
ensures that its owners will reap a higher payoff as managersthan as
workers. The numberof firms will then equal the numberof people
whose characteristicsare in this set.
If everyone chooses his or her preferredoption, the supply of labor
will be the numberof people with Os in the set -A(w), which is the
complementof the set A(w). Labordemandwill thusequal laborsupply
if
f
A(w)

n(O,w) [1(0, w) + z(O,w)] dH(O) =

f

dH(O).

-A(w)

The left-hand side is the demandfor labor, and the right-handside is
its supply. The strictconcavity off in 1andz implies thatlabordemand
needswereto rise in proportionto totallaboremployed,as Beckmann
senseif management
theoriesof the Radnerand Van Zandt(1992) type may shed
assumes.Information-based
assumptionson f. I shall neverthelessproceedwith the model as
light on the appropriate
set out above.
62. Spence(1976); and Dixit and Stiglitz(1977).
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slopes down. Because ir is decreasingin w, the set -A(w) grows as w
increases, and so labor supply slopes up. Therefore, a uniqueequilibrium wage exists.
Because knowledge is assumed not to spill over from firm to firm,
one could also show that this equilibrium, like the one in the timeseries model, yields the maximaloutput, and hence is Paretooptimal.
It is optimalunderthe constraintthatpeople runningfirmscannotshare
their knowledge. This constraintis a naturalone to impose given that
the noncooperativesituationdoes not offer entrepreneursthe chance to
share information.
For more diversified firms to be bigger, it is enough that n, x, and
w all move in the same directionin response to changes in 0. But this
does not also guaranteethat diversifiedfirmsare more R&D intensive.
One could derive general conditions on f, g, and H sufficient for the
second propositionto hold, but these conditionsare complex, and they
mean little unless 0 itself stands for something specific. Therefore, I
now specialize things a bit. First, consider again the case where the
management input x enters separably: f (x, 1, y, 0) = h(x)lOy7, an often-

used formulation.63The parametersof h, along with ,3 and -y, should
be thoughtof as componentsof the vector 0, and so should A and the
parametersof G, defined below. Managerscan differ in several dimensions. The function h(x) has the same interpretationhere as it did
in the earlier model.
Second, let y = g(z, z', n, 0) = Az + G(n)z'. The parameter A

measuresthe responseof product-specificknowledgeto the employment
of researchersworkingon the productitself; G(n) measuresthe response
of product-specificknowledge to employing researcherson each other
productthat the firm makes, and of course, there are (n - 1) other
products. This assumption about g resembles what Spence assumes
aboutspillovers across firmsthatmakethe same product.64At any rate,
if G(n) = 0, there are no spillovers and no incentive to diversify. My
hypothesis is that diversificationenables the captureof spillovers, so
that G(n) is an increasing function of n.
63. See Griliches(1979, p. 95).
64. Spence(1984) chooses units of z so that K is unity. Then he focuses on the ratio
G(n)IXas an index of knowledgespilloveramongfirms. If G(n) = A, the R&D inputis
fully shareable.
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Substitutingfor y into f and noting that x = 1/n implies that q =
(D(n)lPzY,where +)(n) = h(Iln)[y + G(n)]Y. The manager maximizes
the firm's profits: (D(n)lPzy- nw(l + z), where +)(n) = n(D(n). Assume
that 4)is increasing in n, at least for low values of n. The first-order
condition for a maximumwith respect to n is 4)' (n)lPzy - w(l + z)
= 0. The second-ordercondition for a maximumover n is 4)"< 0.
Since q
(1 + z)

= n`4)(n)lPzy,
=

the first order condition reads n

q - w

0. Now w(l + z) is total labor cost, and in view of the Cobb-

Douglas form, it equals (,3 + y)q, because labor's share in output is
,3 + y. Thus, the first-ordercondition becomes
(11)

Een

=3

+

Y,

where Ed,n = n4)'/4) is the elasticity of 4) with respect to n.
The effect on n of variationsin y is of special interestbecause y is
the shareof R&Din output,a quantitythathas been shownto be strongly
relatedto diversification.To get cross-sectionalvariationin firms'R&D
intensities, it suffices to assume that -yis a componentof the vector 0
of person-specificmanagerialattributes.Equation 11 implies the following:
PROPOSITION5 (Diversification and R&D intensity): If

Ed;n

increases

with n, then both high /3 and high yfirms will be more diversified.

The elasticity Ed;n increases with n if the marginalbenefits to diversification do not fall off too rapidly. Explicitly,
(12)

Now -hflnh

Ed;n =

1

h' (1/n)
-n(Iln)

= -xh'(x)Ih(x),

+ nG'(n)-y[

+ G(n)]y2.

and this term decreases with x if h" >

0. This inequality, as well as the inequalityif xh'(x) < h, follows from
figure4 and its discussion. Therefore,the term - h'/nh increasesin n.
The last term on the right-handside of equation 12 can either increase
or decrease in n, and it will decrease rapidly if G' decreases rapidly.
On the other hand, if G is convex, it can cause the second term to
increaseas well. It may at first appearthat proposition5 should follow
more easily. The reason for the added conditions, however, is that a
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higher y also raises the manager'sincentive to produce more of each
product, that is, to raise scale ratherthan diversification.
Proposition5 bears on the evidence showing a positive relationbetween R&D and diversification.But what aboutthe evidence showing
thatlargerfirmsare more diversified?The model is consistentwith this
fact if the dominant source of variation in entrepreneurialability is
variation in how to use knowledge productively, that is, variation in
the parametery. High y types run more R&D-intensive firms. They
also have larger sales. A corollary thereforeis the following:
PROPOSITION
6 (Diversification and sales): If y is the dominant source
of variation in 0 in the population of entrepreneurs, diversification will
be positively related to sales.

If -yis thought of as varying not among people but among sectors,
thenthis propositionsays thatR&D-intensivesectorsshouldhave larger
firmsin them than sectors that are not R&D intensive. This is certainly
true because the R&D-sales relationholds whetheror not one controls
for sector. The conditions of proposition 6 describe just one way in
which bigger firms are more diversified;there are other, more natural
ways. For example, some people may be better coordinators,and this
would show up formally as variationamong entrepreneursin the form
of the function h. Such variation could show up as variation in the
parameterX1, introducedat the end of the previous section. To derive
a version of proposition 6 involving X1, however, demands further
assumptions. Instead of pursuingthis line, I turn to making a rough
estimate of the R&D-based efficiencies associated with diversification.65

Estimating the Relation Between Diversificationand Spillovers
Here I use an empirical result of Scherer's to show how one might
begin to calculate efficiency gains attributableto the sharednatureof
relationis that it would
65. A furtherreasonnot to dwell on the diversification-size
hold even in worldsvery differentfromthe one modeledhere. Suppose,for example,that
productswererandomlyassignedto firms-that some firmsproducedmanyproducts,some
only a few. Unless the sales of each productwere systematicallyrelatedto the numberof
otherproductsthattheir firmproduced,the relationbetweenfirmsize and diversification
wouldbe positive.
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the R&D input. I interpret the exercise as yielding an estimate of the
role of diversification in creating spillovers, although I shall later mention other interpretations too. Efficiency gains from greater R&D spillovers depend on the response of G(n) to increases in n. I interpret an
estimate that Scherer got some time ago in the context of the model of
this section. Then I mention some other interpretations and discuss
problems of estimation.
Scherer's finding is best described in his own words:
Diversificationappears to be unambiguouslystimulative to patenting.
The estimated coefficients suggest that a unit increase in the numbers
equivalentdiversificationindex, which would be a 16 percentincrease
over the meanlevel of diversification,is accompaniedby a 3 to 9 percent
increasein the averagepatentyield per million dollars of R&D.66
Suppose that the number of patents the firm gets, P, is proportional to
the firm's knowledge y per product times the number of products n,
and let the constant of proportionality be p. Then P = pny. Evaluated
at z' = z, the equation y = Az + G(n)z' implies that
P

(13)

=

p[A + G(n)]Z,

where Z (= nz) is the firm's total R&D budget, which Scherer measures

in millions of dollars. Thus, the averagepatentyield per million dollars
of R&D is p[A + G(n)]. Now Scherer's measureof diversificationis
n

the inverse Herfindahlmeasure 1/ E S2, where Sj is the share of the
j=1

J'

firm's sales stemming from the jth product. In the model Sj = l/n, so
that this measureequals exactly n. With this in mind, I can reinterpret
Scherer's statementas saying that a 1 percentincrease in n is accompaniedby a 3/16 to 9/16 percentincrease in the patentyield. Since the
patentyield is p[A + G(n)], this implies that
3

16

-

n

a-{p[X

p[A + G(n)] an

+ G(n)]} _<-

16'

or that
3
16
66. Scherer(1983, p. 123).

nG'(n)
A + G(n)

9
16
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Now suppose that R&D done on anotherproductis p. times as useful
as the firstproduct'sown R&D. Since thereare (n - 1) otherproducts,
this implies that G(n) = pX(n - 1). The size of p. would depend on
the closeness of the firm's products in technology space.67My symmetricformulationinsists, however, that p. be the same for all pairs of
products.Since G' = Ap, the parameterAcancels. Evaluatingthe ratio
at the meann in Scherer'ssample, which was 9.65, yields the inequality
0.025 ? p. ? 0.12.
This pair of inequalities obtains if for n I use the mean numberof
products. In theory this numbershould also equal the mean value of
n

In fact, becauseSjis generally
Scherer'sdiversificationstatistic1/ X S2.
i
1=1

not equal to l/n for all j, this value has a median of 3. Using this
alternative value for n yields the pair of inequalities 0.07 c p
?

0.30.

The two pairs of inequalitiesdiffer because I have used a symmetric
productmodel to fit a situationin which productsyield the firmunequal
revenues. The second interpretationfor n seems the more naturalone,
but if the two are weighed equally and the union of the sets is defined
by the two pairs of inequalities, one gets 0.025 ? p. ? 0.30. Thus, the
R&D of a two-productfirmis (1 + p.)times as productiveas the R&D
of a single-productfirm, with p. rangingfrom 0.025 and 0.30.
This is a rough estimate, and an impreciseone at that. Moreover, it
is probably an overestimate for several reasons. First, p. is, in fact,
likely to vary among firms and products, and in those productswhere
it is high, firms will choose a higher value of n, precisely to capture
the higher spillovers. This means that the equationhas a randomcoefficient, p, and that the realized p. is possibly related to the value of
both regressors, Z and n. The result will be an upwardbias on the
estimate of the average p.
Second, firms do not diversify randomlybut ratherchoose technologically relatedproducts-products that are close in technology space
and that presumablyhave a higher value of p.. So p. should be thought
67. Jaffe (1986) showed thatthe technologicaldistanceamongfirms,which he measured,matteredin determiningthe extentof technologicalspilloversamongthem. Spence
(1984) used the same functionalformto studyspilloversacrossfirms.He interpreted[ as
the fractionof knowledgegeneratedby firmA thatleaks to firmB.
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of as the spillover between a pair of products chosen at random from
a firm's portfolio of products and not from the population of all products.
Third, there is the possibility of reverse causation from patenting to
diversification. Because appropriability, ease, and effectiveness of patenting vary among sectors,68 and because diversification is partially
driven by R&D spillovers, it pays to diversify into those activities where
R&D has a payoff in that its output can be protected by patents. Thus,
the estimate that I have attributed to measuring the effect of diversification on productivity of R&D may in part reflect an effect that appropriability has on diversification.
Last, but foremost, my interpretation is that a given level of R&D
input, Z, produces 1 + p, as much knowledge in a two-product firm
as it does in a one-product firm. Scherer, however, gives two distinct
interpretations for his findings:
More diversified enterprises might have higher propensitiesto patent
either because cross-fertilizationamong diverse industry technologies
enhancesthe fecundityof R&Dor becausea diversifiedcompanyis better
able to commercializeoffbeat inventionsandhence is morelikely to seek
patentprotectionfor them.69
His "fecundity" interpretation is the one that I have been using here.
But the second says that it is not the total stock of knowledge that goes
up with diversification, but rather the desire to patent the knowledge
or the desire to protect the knowledge from being used by others. The
second interpretation distinguishes knowledge from commercializable
knowledge. The model would still make sense if Y is redefined to stand
for commercializable knowledge, but that would deny the reality that
a firm can productively use a piece of knowledge that it nevertheless
does not wish to patent. If, perhaps because of greater visibility, diversified firms were more likely to be targeted by imitators than singleproduct firms were, they might patent more. Or it may simply be that
an inventor would not bother to patent an invention that could be used
in only one line of business, but that he would patent it if it were usable
in several businesses. To add propensity to patent to the model, one
might write P = p(n)ny, where p(n), the constant of proportionality,
68. For evidenceon cross-industryvariabilityin patenteffectiveness,see Levin and
others(1987, table2).
69. Scherer(1983,p. 117).
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now increases with n. To distinguishthe effect of n on p from its effect
on G, one needs firms' R&D expendituresbroken down by business
application.The few studies thatuse detailedR&D data, but not patent
data, have found that synergies in R&D are present, and this is independentevidence that G' is positive and increasingin n.70

Conclusions
This paperhas made two points. First, the historicalincreasesin the
diversificationof productionand in firm size can both be viewed as
productsof the sameunderlyingforce:the secularincreasein the capitallabor ratio. Second, the positive cross-sectional association between
firms' R&D intensity and diversificationis probablythe result of firms
trying to internalizecross-productspillovers of productiveknowledge,
althoughmy estimate of such spillovers is highly tentative.
Much remains to be done. First, both models treat products symmetrically, which is counterfactualin at least one importantrespect.
Measuresof diversificationthat emphasize the numericaldiversity of
firms' productsshow a secular increase. But Gort's data showed little
change in the shareof the firms'primaryactivities. Accordingto Gort's
data, these activities retained their importancerelative to firms' secondary activities, and it was really firms' secondaryactivities that became more diversifiedover time. An empiricalupdateis needed to see
if this puzzling regularityhas held up. If it has, it will need explaining.
Second, a dynamic analysis is needed. In my static model, the only
way to interpreta merger is as a response to some external stimulus.
And perhapsthe big mergerwaves were indeed a mass responseto such
events. But mergers, takeovers, and dissolutions happenall the time,
and surely not all of them are adjustmentsto macroeconomicevents.
Whentwo firmsdecide to merge, they are probablyrespondingto some
changein theirimmediateenvironment.The changemaybe unforeseen,
or it may be a naturalstep in the process of the growth and decline of
firms. Thus, it may prove useful to embed the model of section 6 in a
70. The papersby HendersonandCockburn(1993) andHelfat(1992) bothlook at the
interactionof differenttypes of R&D done in the firm. Most of the evidencesummarized
andR&Ddoes not involvepatentdata.
hereon the positiverelationbetweendiversification
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cost-reductionmodel71or a model in which the firm's optimal product
portfolio is unknownbut is revealed throughexperience.72More important,managerialresources are variablein the long run-albeit at a
cost. 73

Third, the role of managementin raising the productivityof other
factors should be more explicit than I have made it. The model has an
arbitraryasymmetry:the managerialinput affects the productivityof
large firmsdifferentlyfromhow it affects the productivityof diversified
firms.
Finally, the link betweenhorizontalintegrationof firmsandthe longrun growth of economies should be explored. If the engine of growth
is fueled by spillovers of productiveknowledge from one activity to
the next, and if integratingactivities undera firm's roof speeds up this
transferof knowledge, then the ease with which firmscan integratewill
affect the rate of growth of the economy. This would be true even if
the rateof growthof productvarietywere exogenous. But the argument
gains furtherweight if the speed at which productvariety grows is in
turndependenton how easily firms can exploit the technological similarities among products. All of this suggests that antitrustaction may
have to tradeoff allocative efficiency gains today against lower output
tomorrow.

Appendix
Following are the data sources and definitionsof variablesused for
the plots in figure 2 and the regressions in table 1.
1. Gross national productin 1958 prices, denoted by Y in figure 2.
1900-70: Historical
1971-77: Statistical
1978-84: Statistical
1985-89: Statistical

Statistics of the United States, F3.
Abstract of the United States, 1978, table 710.
Abstract of the United States, 1986, table 719.
Abstract of the United States, 1991, table 698.

71. Such as the one in Flaherty(1980).
72. Resembling,perhaps,the model in Jovanovic(1982).
73. A possiblestartingpointfor modelingthis is section5 of Beckmann(1977), where
he discussesthe effect on profitsfromaddingan extralayerof management.
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2. Labor force, denoted by L in figure 2, after subtracting government
workers.
Historical
Historical
Statistical
Statistical

1900-47:
1948-70:
1971-84:
1985-89:

Statistics of the United States, DI.
Statistics of the United States, D12.
Abstract of the United States, 1986, table 658.
Abstract of the United States, 1991, table 631.

Data for 1948-89 adjusted as described in Lucas (1978).
3. Number of concerns, denoted by m in figure 2.
1900-70: Historical Statistics of the United States, V20.
1970-84: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1986, table 884.
1985-89: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1991, table 881.

Data for 1985-89 are adjusted to be compatible with data for the previous years.

4. Number of concern employees, denoted by L* in figure 2. It is
calculated

as [a -

b -

c

-

d], where

a = Total numberof nonagriculturalemployees:
1900-70:
1970-77:
1978-84:
1985-89:

Historical Statistics of the United States, D127.
Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1978, table 654.
Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1986, table 692.
Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1991, table 631.

b = Total numberof finance, insurance,and real estate workers:
1900-70: Historical Statistics of the United States, D137.

1970-89: Same as in a.
c = Total numberof governmentworkers:
1900-70: Historical Statistics of the United States, D139.

1970-89: Same as in a.
d = Total numberof railroadworkers:
1900-46: Historical Statistics of the United States, D179.
1947-89: Employment, Hours and Earnings, United States, 19091990.

Annual data for 1900-46 are interpolated from decade data.
5. Capital: gross private nonresidential capital stock in 1958 prices,
denoted by K in figure 2.
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1900-24: Kendrick(1961), pp. 320-22, table A-XV.
1925-89: Survey of Current Business, October 1990, various pages.

Adjustedto 1958 prices.
Data for 1900-24 are adjusted to be compatible with data for the later
years.
6. Investment: gross private domestic investment in 1958 prices, denoted by I in figure 2.
1900-28: Long Term Economic Growth, 1960-1970, pp. 186-87.
1929-82: National Income and Product Accounts of the United States,
1929-1989.
1983-89: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1989, table 698.

Comments
and Discussion
Comment by Richard J. Gilbert: In his paper Boyan Jovanovic develops a general equilibriumtheory of the degree of diversificationby
firms. This is a question that has intriguedeconomists at least since
Coase's seminal paper on "The Nature of the Firm," and Jovanovic
should be applaudedfor assaultingthis importanttopic. There are few
exercises thatexpose the frailtiesof microeconomicanalysis morethan
lecturingto a group of MBAs about why Kodak should or should not
have diversified into instant photographyor why Raytheon should or
should not have diversified into consumerelectronics. For this reason
alone, I welcome the attemptby Jovanovicto shed light on this subject.
Yet it remains to be seen whether an industrialorganizationanalysis
basedon neoclassical productiontheorycan do the job or whetherother
approachesare necessary to understandthe determinantsof firms' decisions to diversify.
In Jovanovic's most basic model there are three inputs to production-managerial effort, capital, and nonmanageriallabor. Each product has an optimal scale of managerialeffort beyond which additional
effort yields diminishing returns. In his extreme example, firms are
endowed with one unit of managerialeffort, and the returnto effort
expendedon any individualproductis zero if the level of effort exceeds
one-half. As a result, it is more efficient to make two products, each
using one-half unit of managerialeffort, k units of capital, and 1 units
of labor, ratherthan to make one productat a largerscale using twice
as much of each of the three inputs. Thatthere are diminishingreturns
to product-specificmanagementis, of course, a crucial assumption.In
Jovanovic's setup, the firmeconomizes on resourcesby spreadingmanagerial talent over several products,ratherthan focusing talent on one
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productandincreasingits scale of production.Althoughthis assumption
is not implausible, it is not necessarily correct. Experienceeconomies
would favor concentratingproduction on one product to maximize
movementdown the learning curve. In a somewhatdifferent context,
the benefits of investment in quality improvementsare likely to be
proportionalto total production. A larger scale of productioncould
justify an increasingallocation of managerialeffort, without reaching
a point of diminishingreturns.
The elegance of Jovanovic's model is in combiningthe elements of
productionanalysis to describethe degree of specializationin a market
equilibrium. He describes how increases in economy-wide labor and
capital endowments may affect the size of firms and the degree of
diversification(assumingthateach firmhas a fixed endowmentof managerial resources), and he tests the results using economy-wide data.
Jovanovicconcludes that "the historicalincreasesin the diversification
of productionand in firm size can both be viewed as productsof the
same underlying force: the secular growth in the U.S. capital-labor
ratio." This is a provocativeresult, but it overlooks the heterogeneity
of firmsand industriesand, instead, implicitly assumesthatthe change
in the size and diversificationof firmshas been uniformover time and
across industries. Jovanovic's review of the data offers little support
for a stationarytrendin the extentof diversificationovertime. Certainly,
industries differ widely in the level of diversification, and the compositionof U. S. industryhas changedradicallyover the severaldecades
thatthis empiricalanalysis considers. Furthermore,Jovanovic's theory
of the span of managerialcontrol does not fully accountfor the effects
of mergerson measureof firm-level diversification.If a firm doubles
in size by acquisition and in the process doubles the numberof managers, R&D personnel, and products, diversificationincreases at the
firmlevel, but it is arguablewhetherany changes occur in managerial
scope.
Jovanovic extends the model by introducingR&D as anotherinput
to production,building on the strongempiricalrelationbetween R&D
intensityand the degree of diversification.In this extension, R&D is a
sharedinputamong all of a firm's products,and greaterdiversification
allows the firmto capturemore of the spillovers between products.An
attractivefeature of this formulationis that it allows for diversity in
managerialability, which is consistentwith the large observedvariance
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in the returnsto firms in the same industryand in the diversification
strategies that they employ. It does, however, raise many empirical
questions. Not the least of which is causation between the level of
R&D, which generatesnew products,andthe degree of diversification,
which may increase the marginalproductivityof R&D.
The extended model begins to capture more of the idiosyncratic
features of firm strategy and diversification, but it is still a model of
the firm as a "black box." Firms differ in this model because they
possess differentendowmentsof managerialability, andin equilibrium
each firm chooses the strategy that is optimal given its endowments.
One can question whetherthis approachcan lead to a satisfactorydescription of diversificationbehavior. Firms that operate in similar industrieshave employed vastly different strategies, and marketsappear
to give managersconsiderablediscretionto exercisetheirstrategicchoices.
An example is the experience of GTE and NEC, as told by Prahalad
and Hamel.' Although the two companies once had a similar product
mix, they pursuedvery differentdiversificationpaths. NEC was much
more successful than GTE, but GTE survived nonetheless.
In the 1960s and 1970s, manycompaniespursuedcorporatestrategies
that emphasizeddiversificationby acquisition. Most of these acquisitions generateddisappointingreturns. Although the parentfirms paid
a price in terms of diminishedprofitability,most of them still survived
relatively intact. Diversificationis now out of fashion in many industries. An example is the petroleumindustry,in which many firmshave
become more specialized in particularsegments of their core business,
such as gasoline retailing or exploration, after a wave of relatively
unsuccessful diversification.These corporatehistories do not provide
much supportfor a theory of diversificationbased on optimizing behavior. The market has allowed wide discretion for many corporate
executives to follow different diversificationstrategiesover time. Although some of these strategieshave been costly, most of the firmsand
their managerswho were responsiblefor these mistakeshave survived,
paying only a modest toll for their sins.
It remainsto be seen whetherthe logic of firmdiversificationstrategies can be addressedin a meaningful way using the type of model
described in this paper. Managementtalent is complex and idiosyn1. Prahaladand Hamel(1990).
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cratic. It might be easier to leverage knowledge of optical lithography
to the design of laser printersthan to leverage knowledge of military
radarsystems to consumerelectronics. These qualitativefactors may
go furtherin explainingthe extent of firmdiversificationthan a theory
that relies on a functionalform for the span of managerialcontrol. In
the field of competitive strategy, the emphasishas been on more qualitative characteristicsof corporations,such as a firm's core competencies, its complementaryassets, and its ability to make radical versus
incrementalinnovations.Althoughthese concepts are difficultto quantify and, perhaps for this reason, have been largely overlooked by
traditionalorganizationeconomists, they could be the key to a positive
theory of (successful) diversification.
General Discussion: Dennis Muellerquestionedthe author'sassertion
that diversificationthroughmergermay be an attemptto captureR&D
efficiencies. He noted that mergerpremiumsare extraordinarilyhigh,
many times the likely gain from R&D spillovers. He suggested that
those firmsthat diversify throughmergersare likely to have large cash
flows but to be in slow-growing industriescharacterizedby low levels
of R&D intensity. Such firms, he asserted, are not attemptingto merge
for efficiency gains. Instead, he suggested that the link between firm
size and executive compensationmight be driving such mergers.
Muelleralso questionedthe author'slink betweendiversificationand
R&D intensity. He noted thatScherer's 1965 paperon this topic, which
was cited, showed a link only for industriesthat were not R&D intensive. If a firm in such an industryis diversified, accordingto Mueller,
its diversificationis likely to involve moving into an industrythat is
moreR&D-intensive,thus creatingthis link betweendiversificationand
R&D intensity. This kind of scenario is not connected to R&D spillovers. Mueller did admit, however, that Grabowski's work on two
R&D-intensiveindustries-pharmaceuticals and chemicals-had suggested that there might be a link between R&D spillovers and diversification.
Zvi Griliches arguedthat differentmeasuresof diversificationyield
differentresults about diversificationtrends over time and about the
potentialfor R&D spilloversfromthis process. Diversification,he said,
could be productdiversificationwithin a firm, productdiversification
withina factory,or diversificationin termsof factoriesperfirm.Whether
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there were likely to be increasing returnsto scale-from managerial
controlor R&D spillovers-depended uponwhattype of diversification
was being focused upon. He noted that the Bureauof LaborStatistics
might regardtwo bottles of the same kind of pills-one with 50 pills
andone with 100-as two differentcommodities.One wouldnot expect
R&D economies of scale fromthis type of "diversification," Griliches
said.
Ariel Pakes said that the author's model seemed to be particularly
relevant to the consumerelectronics industry, which he was working
on. Pakes argued that within that industry, technology tended to be
applicable to more than one productand noted that when a consumer
electronic firm's share increased in one part of the market, it seemed
to increase in other parts as well.
PeterPashigianrecalledthe idea of treatinglargefirmsas a collection
of small firms. When one looked at the distributionof growthor profit
rates of these "small firms" and extrapolatedthem to what the distributionof growthor profitrateswould be for the largefirms,they should
fall by 1 over the squareroot of n, yet the evidence shows that this is
not the case. So, accordingto Pashigian, there must be some kind of
correlationamong units. He suggested that this be used as a measure
of diversification,which should come throughR&D spillovers or less
loss of managerialcontrol.
RobertWillig raisedthe issue of geographicaldiversification,noting
that from an industrialorganizationperspective, differentparts of the
worldmightbe viewed as differentmarkets.He saidthatjust as different
plants need different managers, so too do different regions need different managers. Willig argued that the idea of trading off between
span of control and the principal-agentproblems involved in larger
firmswould apply both to productline and geographicaldiversities. He
wondered whether any measures of diversificationtake into account
both product-lineand geographicaldiversificationand if the empirical
regularitieswould hold up undersuch an expandedperspective.
RobertMcGuckinnoted thatMaryStreitweiserat the CensusBureau
haddone workon individualplantsin sixteen industries.Althoughthese
plants all had the same primaryactivity, they had very different sets
of secondaryactivities, that is, theirdiversificationwas very different.
Her work, according to McGuckin, suggested that there were some
firm-levelspilloversin the choice of productsmadeat commonlyowned
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plants. McGuckinalso arguedthatmanagerialslack, sometimesreferred
to as organizationalcapital, was not just a factor that had a fixed relationshipto span of control. It was not a fixed factor, but rathervaried
as the potential for productivitygains increased.
Linda Cohen noted that the authorhad modeled R&D spillovers as
a linear function. She said that if, instead, there are increasingreturns
to scale, one should not evaluate diversificationat the medianposition
but should look at the most diversifiedindustries.
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